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We are quickly passing through the historical moment when people work in front of a single
computer, dominated by a small CRT and focused on tasks involving only local information.
Networked computers are becoming ubiquitous and are playing increasingly significant roles
in our lives and in the basic infrastructures of science, business, and social interaction. For
human-computer interaction to advance in the new millennium we need to better understand
the emerging dynamic of interaction in which the focus task is no longer confined to the
desktop but reaches into a complex networked world of information and computer-mediated
interactions. We think the theory of distributed cognition has a special role to play in
understanding interactions between people and technologies, for its focus has always been on
whole environments: what we really do in them and how we coordinate our activity in them.
Distributed cognition provides a radical reorientation of how to think about designing and
supporting human-computer interaction. As a theory it is specifically tailored to understanding interactions among people and technologies. In this article we propose distributed
cognition as a new foundation for human-computer interaction, sketch an integrated research
framework, and use selections from our earlier work to suggest how this framework can
provide new opportunities in the design of digital work materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As computation becomes ubiquitous, and our environments are enriched
with new possibilities for communication and interaction, the field of
human-computer interaction confronts difficult challenges of supporting
complex tasks, mediating networked interactions, and managing and exploiting the ever increasing availability of digital information. Research to
meet these challenges requires a theoretical foundation that is not only
capable of addressing the complex issues involved in effective design of new
communication and interaction technologies but also one that ensures a
human-centered focus. In this article we argue that the theory of distributed cognition [Hutchins 1995a; Norman 1993; Saloman 1993] provides an
effective theoretical foundation for understanding human-computer interaction and a fertile framework for designing and evaluating digital artifacts.
The theory of distributed cognition, like any cognitive theory, seeks to
understand the organization of cognitive systems. Unlike traditional theories, however, it extends the reach of what is considered cognitive beyond
the individual to encompass interactions between people and with resources and materials in the environment. It is important from the outset
to understand that distributed cognition refers to a perspective on all of
cognition, rather than a particular kind of cognition. It can be distinguished from other approaches by its commitment to two related theoretical principles.
The first of these principles concerns the boundaries of the unit of
analysis for cognition. In every area of science, the choices made concerning
the boundaries of the unit of analysis have important implications. In
traditional views of cognition the boundaries are those of individuals.
Sometimes the traditionally assumed boundaries are exactly right. For
other phenomena, however, these boundaries either span too much or too
little. Distributed cognition looks for cognitive processes, wherever they
may occur, on the basis of the functional relationships of elements that
participate together in the process. A process is not cognitive simply
because it happens in a brain, nor is a process noncognitive simply because
it happens in the interactions among many brains. For example, we have
found it productive to consider small sociotechnical systems such as the
bridge of a ship [Hutchins 1995a] or an airline cockpit [Hutchins 1995b;
Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Hutchins and Palen 1997] as our unit of
analysis. In distributed cognition, one expects to find a system that can
dynamically configure itself to bring subsystems into coordination to accomplish various functions. A cognitive process is delimited by the functional relationships among the elements that participate in it, rather than
by the spatial colocation of the elements.
The second principle that distinguishes distributed cognition concerns
the range of mechanisms that may be assumed to participate in cognitive
processes. Whereas traditional views look for cognitive events in the
manipulation of symbols inside individual actors, distributed cognition
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looks for a broader class of cognitive events and does not expect all such
events to be encompassed by the skin or skull of an individual. For
example, an examination of memory processes in an airline cockpit shows
that memory involves a rich interaction between internal processes, the
manipulation of objects, and the traffic in representations among the pilots.
A complete theory of individual memory by itself is insufficient to understand how this memory system works. Furthermore, the physical environment of thinking provides more than simply additional memory available to
the same processes that operate on internal memories. The material world
also provides opportunities to reorganize the distributed cognitive system
to make use of a different set of internal and external processes.
In distributed cognition, one expects to find a system that can dynamically configure itself to bring subsystems into coordination to accomplish
various functions. A cognitive process is delimited by the functional relationships among the elements that participate in it, rather than by the
spatial colocation of the elements. When one applies these principles to the
observation of human activity “in the wild,” at least three interesting kinds
of distribution of cognitive process become apparent:
—Cognitive processes may be distributed across the members of a social
group.
—Cognitive processes may involve coordination between internal and external (material or environmental) structure.
—Processes may be distributed through time in such a way that the
products of earlier events can transform the nature of later events.
In order to understand human cognitive accomplishments and to design
effective human-computer interactions it is essential that we grasp the
nature of these distributions of process. In the next section we elaborate a
distributed cognition approach before describing in Section 3 how the
theory of distributed cognition may provide a new foundation for HCI and
in Section 4 how it can help the design of new digital work materials.
2. A DISTRIBUTED COGNITION APPROACH
2.1 Socially Distributed Cognition
The idea of socially distributed cognition, prefigured by Roberts [1964], is
finding new popularity. Anthropologists and sociologists studying knowledge and memory, AI researchers building systems to do distributed
problem solving, social psychologists studying small group problem solving
and jury decision making, organizational scientists studying organizational
learning, philosophers of science studying discovery processes, and economists and political scientists exploring the relations of individual and
group rationality, all have taken stances that lead them to a consideration
of the cognitive properties of societies of individuals. One idea that is
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emerging is that social organization is itself a form of cognitive architecture.
The argument is as follows. Cognitive processes involve trajectories of
information (transmission and transformation), so the patterns of these
information trajectories, if stable, reflect some underlying cognitive architecture. Since social organization—plus the structure added by the context
of activity—largely determines the way information flows through a group,
social organization may itself be viewed as a form of cognitive architecture.
If this view is accepted, it has an odd consequence: we can use the
concepts, constructs, and explanatory models of social groups to describe
what is happening in a mind. Thus for instance, Minsky, in Society of Mind
[Minsky 1986], argues that “...each brain contains hundreds of different
types of machines, interconnected in specific ways which predestine that
brain to become a large, diverse society of partially specialized agencies.”
He then goes on to examine how coalitions of these agents coordinate their
activities to achieve goals. The implication, of course, is that the cognition
of an individual is also distributed.
Distributed cognition means more than that cognitive processes are
socially distributed across the members of a group. It is a broader conception that includes phenomena that emerge in social interactions as well as
interactions between people and structure in their environments. This
perspective highlights three fundamental questions about social interactions: (1) how are the cognitive processes we normally associate with an
individual mind implemented in a group of individuals, (2) how do the
cognitive properties of groups differ from the cognitive properties of the
people who act in those groups, and (3) how are the cognitive properties of
individual minds affected by participation in group activities?
2.2 Embodied Cognition
A second tenet of the distributed cognition approach is that cognition is
embodied. It is not an incidental matter that we have bodies locking us
causally into relations with our immediate environments. Causal coupling
is an essential fact of cognition that evolution has designed us to exploit.
In recent years this idea has gained increasingly strong support [Brooks
1991; Clark 1997; Kirsh 1995; 1996; Lakoff 1987; Maturana and Varella
1987; Thelen 1995; Turvey et al. 1981; Varlea et al. 1991]. Minds are not
passive representational engines, whose primary function is to create
internal models of the external world. The relations between internal
processes and external ones are far more complex, involving coordination at
many different time scales between internal resources—memory, attention,
executive function—and external resources—the objects, artifacts, and
at-hand materials constantly surrounding us.
From the perspective of distributed cognition, the organization of mind—
both in development and in operation—is an emergent property of interactions among internal and external resources. In this view, the human body
and the material world take on central rather than peripheral roles. As
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Andy Clark put it, “To thus take the body and world seriously is to invite
an emergentist perspective on many key phenomena—to see adaptive
success as inhering as much in the complex interactions among body,
world, and brain as in the inner processes bounded by the skin and skull”
[Clark 1997].
For the design of work environments, this means that work materials are
more than mere stimuli for a disembodied cognitive system. Work materials from time to time become elements of the cognitive system itself. Just
as a blind person’s cane or a cell biologist’s microscope is a central part of
the way they perceive the world, so well-designed work materials become
integrated into the way people think, see, and control activities, part of the
distributed system of cognitive control.
2.3 Culture and Cognition
A third tenet of the theory of distributed cognition is that the study of
cognition is not separable from the study of culture, because agents live in
complex cultural environments. This means, on the one hand, that culture
emerges out of the activity of human agents in their historical contexts, as
mental, material and social structures interact, and on the other hand, that
culture in the form of a history of material artifacts and social practices,
shapes cognitive processes, particularly cognitive processes that are distributed over agents, artifacts, and environments. Hutchins treats this at
length in his recent book, Cognition in the Wild [Hutchins 1995a].
Permitting the boundary of the unit of analysis to move out beyond the
skin situates the individual as an element in a complex cultural environment [Cole 1996; Shore 1996; Strauss and Quinn 1998]. In doing this, we
find that cognition is no longer isolated from culture or separate from it.
Where cognitive science traditionally views culture as a body of content on
which the cognitive processes of individual persons operate, in the distributed cognition perspective, culture shapes the cognitive processes of systems that transcend the boundaries of individuals [Hutchins 1995a].
At the heart of this linkage of cognition with culture lies the notion that
the environment people are embedded in is, among other things, a reservoir
of resources for learning, problem solving, and reasoning. Culture is a
process that accumulates partial solutions to frequently encountered problems. Without this residue of previous activity, we would all have to find
solutions from scratch. We could not build on the success of others.
Accordingly, culture provides us with intellectual tools that enable us to
accomplish things that we could not do without them. This is tremendously
enabling. But it is not without cost. For culture may also blind us to other
ways of thinking, leading us to believe that certain things are impossible
when in fact they are possible when viewed differently.
Distributed cognition returns culture, context, and history to the picture
of cognition. But these things cannot be added onto the existing model of
cognitive processes without modifying the old model. That is, the new view
of culturally embedded cognition requires that we remake our model of the
individual mind.
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2.4 Ethnography of Distributed Cognitive Systems
A major consequence of the tenets of embodiment— cultural immersion and
social distribution—is that we need a new kind of cognitive ethnography to
properly investigate the functional properties of distributed cognitive systems. The ethnographic methods associated with cognitive anthropology in
the 1960’s and 1970’s focused on meaning systems: especially, but not
exclusively, the meanings of words [Agar 1986; Tyler 1969; Werner and
Schoepfle 1987]. Meanings were sought in the contents of individual minds
[Hutchins 1980; Kronenfeld 1996; Wallace 1970]. The ethnography of
distributed cognitive systems retains an interest in individual minds, but
adds to that a focus on the material and social means of the construction of
action and meaning. It situates meaning in negotiated social practices, and
attends to the meanings of silence and the absence of action in context as
well as to words and actions [Hutchins and Palen 1997].
The theoretical emphasis on distributed cognitive processes is reflected
in the methodological focus on events. Since the cognitive properties of
systems that are larger than an individual play out in the activity of the
people in them, a cognitive ethnography must be an event-centered ethnography. We are interested not only in what people know, but in how they go
about using what they know to do what they do. This is in contrast to
earlier versions of cognitive ethnography which focused on the knowledge
of individuals and largely ignored action.
Cognitive ethnography is not any single data collection or analysis
technique. Rather it brings together many specific techniques, some of
which have been developed and refined in other disciplines (e.g., interviewing, surveys, participant observation, and video and audio recording).
Which specific technique is applied depends on the nature of the setting
and the questions being investigated. Because of the prominence of events
and activity in the theory, we give special attention to video and audio
recording and the analysis of recordings of events [Goodwin and Goodwin
1996; Suchman 1987]. In human-computer interaction settings we expect
automated recording of histories of interaction [Hill and Hollan 1994] to
become an increasingly important source of data.
The theory holds that cognitive activity is constructed from both internal
and external resources, and that the meanings of actions are grounded in
the context of activity. This means that in order to understand situated
human cognition, it is not enough to know how the mind processes
information. It is also necessary to know how the information to be
processed is arranged in the material and social world. This, in turn, means
that there is no substitute for technical expertise in the domain under
study. This is why participant observation is such an important component
of cognitive ethnography.
The approach to human-computer interaction we propose here requires
researchers to make a real commitment to a domain. If one is to talk to
experts in a meaningful way about their interactions with structure in
their task environments, one must know what that structure is and how it
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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may be organized. One must also know the processes actors engage in and
the resources they use to render their actions and experiences meaningful.
This perspective provides new insights for the design of conceptually
meaningful tools and work environments. It implies that their design
should take into account the ways actors can achieve coordination with the
dynamic behavior of active work materials.
As we will discuss later, design of new digital displays and interfaces
risks inadvertently destroying many of the most valuable aspects of current
ways of doing things because we do not understand how they work. For
example, consider the development of the airspeed tape in state-of-the-art
cockpits. The overt function of the airspeed indicator is to show the pilot
the airspeed of the aircraft. But an analysis of how airspeed instruments
are actually used shows that the way pilots use airspeed instruments is
more complex and more interesting than might have been suspected
[Hutchins 1995b]. The features that the pilot uses in the round-dial
instrument have been inadvertently removed from the airspeed tapes of all
of the current state-or-the-art cockpits (Airbus, McDonnell Douglas, Boeing, Fokker). This is not an inevitable consequence of using digital display
technology in the cockpit; it is, rather, a consequence of design that is not
based on solid cognitive ethnography. The very newest airline cockpit (that
in the Boeing 737-700) contains a replication of the old electromechanical
instrument, now rendered in a digital display. This is probably better than
the digital airspeed tapes, but one wonders why the designers could not get
the appropriate behavior in the tapes, and why, in order to get the right
behavior, they had to resort to a literal copy of the old instrument.
We believe that what was lacking was a method that could identify the
critical features of the interactions between pilots and the old instrument
and a theoretical language in which these features could be expressed in a
sufficiently abstract form that they could be moved to a very different
display format. By combining observations of pilots in flight with study of
operations manuals, interviews with pilots, and participation in the training programs for two modern airliners, Hutchins was able to establish that
pilots use the airspeed indicator dial as a material anchor for a conceptual
space of meaningful airspeeds. They only rarely think of the speed as a
number. Instead, they use the spatial structure of the display to make
perceptual inferences about relations among actual and desired speeds.
While digital display design is an important research topic, and one with
which we are concerned, what we are proposing is more fundamental: a
research framework that integrates distributed cognition theory with methods for design of digital work materials.
3. AN INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH
The field of human-computer interaction could certainly benefit from an
integrated research framework. The framework we propose contains the
elements shown in Figure 1. Although this entire integrated program has
never before been assembled, our previous work has led us to this inteACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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Integrated research activity map.

grated program, and it promises to open up new opportunities for research
in cognitive science and for designing new forms of human-computer
interaction.
How then do the parts of this program fit together? The general idea is as
follows. Distributed cognition theory identifies a set of core principles that
widely apply. For example,
—people establish and coordinate different types of structure in their
environment
—it takes effort to maintain coordination
—people off-load cognitive effort to the environment whenever practical
—there are improved dynamics of cognitive load-balancing available in
social organization.
These principles serve to identify classes of phenomena that merit observation and documentation. Cognitive ethnography has methods for observing,
documenting, and analyzing such phenomena, particularly information
flow, cognitive properties of systems, social organizations, and cultural
processes. Because cognitive ethnography is an observational field, the
inferences we would like to draw are at times underconstrained by the
available data. In these cases, the findings of cognitive ethnography may
suggest “ethnographically natural” experiments to enrich our data.
The principles of distributed cognition are also at play in these experiments because the point of experimentation should be to make more precise
the impact of changes in the naturally occurring parameters that theory
tells us are important. As these three areas—principles, ethnography, and
experiment—are elaborated, they mutually constrain each other and offer
prescriptive information on the design of work materials. To be sure, the
matter is more complicated. Work materials are themselves part of workplaces, and themselves constitute important changes in the distributed
cognition environment. So the introduction of a new work material is itself
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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a form of ethnographic experiment, which allows us to test and revise the
theory. But, in general, we give pride of place to the principles of distributed cognition, for it is these that inform experiment, ethnographic observation and design of work materials and workplaces.
It is worth elaborating these relations. Consider how cognitive ethnography is used. Cognitive ethnography seeks to determine what things mean
to the participants in an activity and to document the means by which the
meanings are created. This is invariably revealing and often surprising.
For example, in the world of aviation and ship navigation we have documented many cases of use of structure that were not anticipated by the
designers of the tools involved. Experts often make opportunistic use of
environmental structure to simplify tasks. A simple example is that pilots
routinely display the test pattern on the weather radar as a reminder that
a final fuel transfer is in progress. There is no method other than observation that can discover these sorts of facts of behavior, and no other method
that can teach us what really matters in a setting.
In order to make real-world observations, it is necessary to establish
rapport with the members of a community. While the skills required to do
this are not normally part of a curriculum in cognitive science, they are as
essential as the methods of experimental design. Cognitive ethnography
feeds distributed cognition theory by providing the corpus of observed
phenomena that the theory must explain. Most cognitive theories seek to
explain experimental data. We believe there should be a single theory that
covers cognition as it occurs in all settings. An experiment is, after all, just
another socially organized context for cognitive performance. This means
not only that we look at so-called real-world settings, but that we look
differently at experiments, seeing them as settings in which people make
use of a variety of material and social resources in order to produce socially
acceptable behavior.
While the study of cognition in the wild can answer many kinds of
questions about the nature of human cognition in real workplaces, the
richness of real-world settings places limits on the power of observational
methods. This is where well-motivated experiments come in. For instance,
we recently observed that when children try to build a model using small
parts, they regularly modularized the problem in ways that were helpful at
the time but had to be dismantled later. This real-world problem solving
uses these parts to act out ideas, to help the child explore and understand
the problem. Having observed this in natural settings we can set about
designing more constrained experiments which test specific aspects of this
“exploratory” behavior.
Design enters the story in several ways. First, ethnography offers clever
ways of getting things done that can be incorporated in new designs. New
uses can be found for old strategies, and techniques effective in one setting
may be transferred to another. Experiments can refine the theory of
distributed cognition which in turn can be applied to improve design.
Finally, since the design process creates new tools for workplaces, there are
new structures and interactions to study.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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This loop from observation to theory to design and back to new ethnographic observations is an important cycle of activity in our framework.
The design process, by virtue of posing design decisions, may also reveal
novel aspects of behavior that should be attended to by cognitive ethnography or experimental studies. This forms yet another cycle of activity that
can be used to refine each element in turn as the elements of the cycle
interact with one another. The many loops and feedback circuits in the
activity map reflect the multiple iterative processes involved in the successive refinement of theory, methods, and products.
Portions of the integrated approach have appeared in our previous work,
but, to date, the entire activity has not been applied to a single problem
domain. In the following sections we summarize our earlier work on a
number of projects, and show in each case the overlapping subsets of the
elements of the activity that were conducted, and the new opportunities
that are presented by assembling the complete integrated research system.
3.1 Ship Navigation
In the 1980’s, Hutchins did an extended cognitive ethnography of navigation aboard US Navy ships [Hutchins 1995a; Seifert and Hutchins 1992].
The very notion of distributed cognition and the need for cognitive ethnography arose from the observation that the outcomes that mattered to the
ship were not determined by the cognitive properties of any single navigator, but instead were the product of the interactions of several navigators
with each other and with a complex suite of tools. That work developed
distributed cognition theory and extended the methods of cognitive ethnography. It examined the history of navigation practice in two very different
cultural traditions to show how a single computational level of description
could cover systems that had radically different representational assumptions and implementational means. It examined the details of tool use,
showing how the cognitive processes required to manipulate a tool are not
the same as the computations performed by manipulating the tool. It
documented the social organization of work and showed how learning
happened both in individuals and at the organizational level.
The integrated process we are proposing here could take that work much
further. The observations of the practices of navigation suggest experiments. For example, when accomplished navigators talk about bearings
expressed in numbers of degrees, they often report, that in addition to
thinking of the three-digit number, they feel a bearing as a direction in
space relative to the position of their body. A navigator facing northeast
may say that a bearing of 135 degrees true feels to be off to his right side.
Some observed instances of navigators detecting errors appear to involve
this sort of cross-modal representation. Since error detection is a key
cognitive property of this system, it would be nice to know how this actually
works. It is not possible to know from observation alone what role such
representations might play in the navigation task. An experiment using
expert subjects could shed light on this important process.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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While Hutchins’ work on ship navigation did not include any design
activities, it could also be used as a basis for the design of electronic
charting tools (an area of considerable interest to the Navy and the Coast
Guard). An ethnography of the use of these new tools would be the
beginning of the next phase of the cycle of research activity.
3.2 Airline Cockpit Automation
In the late 1980’s, Hutchins moved his primary field location from the
bridges of ships to the cockpits of commercial airliners. Since then he and
his students have continued to refine the distributed cognition theory by
applying it to cockpit [Hutchins 1995b; Hutchins and Klausen 1996;
Hutchins and Palen 1997] and air traffic control [Halverson 1995]. This
work included an extensive cognitive ethnography of airline pilots including observations in the jumpseat of airliners in revenue flight, completion
of training programs for state-of-the-art airliners, and work with airline
training departments on the design of training programs. Based on a
theoretical interpretation of the ethnographic findings, Hutchins designed
a graphical interface to the autoflight functions of the Boeing 747-400
[Hutchins 1996]. That interface uses direct-manipulation technology, originally developed in the STEAMER project [Hollan et al. 1984], which is now
nearly 20 years old. We now have the opportunity to apply the very latest
technology to the problem of making the behavior of the autoflight system
visible to the pilots.
Based on the ethnographic study of the use of both conventional and
digital airspeed indicators, we have also designed a new digital airspeed
tape. It takes advantage of the power of the computational medium
(automatic annotation of target airspeeds, acceleration indications, etc.),
but also maintains the most useful features of the previous generation of
electromechanical devices. Pilots using electromechanical airspeed indicators develop perceptual strategies that rely on the perceptual salience of
the spatial location of the airspeed indicator needle in a space of meaningful speeds. Our new instrument not only preserves this property; it makes
it perceptually even more salient than was the case in the original. These
design alternatives raise a number of important questions that can only be
resolved by experimental investigation. For example, the ethnographic
analysis indicates that since pilots rarely read the airspeed as a number, it
may be possible for them to recover much of the information they need from
the older designs without bringing the instrument into foveal vision. In our
integrated approach, we are now in a position to complement the ethnographic, theoretic, and design activities with experimental investigations of
pilot eye movements while using the alternative designs.
3.3 Beyond Direct Manipulation
It is possible to create virtual social and material environments that have
different properties than real environments. Hollan and Stornetta [1992]
discuss how an unquestioned presupposition of the efficacy of imitating
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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face-to-face communication restricts current human-computer interaction
work on supporting informal communication. By paying close attention to
how people actually exploit real environments, and describing those phenomena in appropriate theoretical terms, we can see how to go beyond the
simple replication of felicitous features of the real world. An important
research issue for the field of human-computer interaction is how to move
beyond current direct-manipulation interfaces.
One key focus of research based on distributed cognition is the nature of
representations and the ways that people use representations to do work.
Traditional information processing psychology focuses on symbols as tokens
that refer to something other than themselves, but pays little attention to
strategies people may develop to exploit the physical properties of the
representing tokens themselves. Our cognitive ethnographies show us that
people often shift back and forth between attending to the properties of the
representation and the properties of the thing represented, or intentionally
blur the two. These strategies of shifting in and out of the symbolic stance
support some very interesting cognitive processing. For example, Hazlehurst [1994] studied Swedish fishermen who coordinate their actions with
other boats in a pair-trawl by interpreting and talking about what appears
on a false-color sonar display. They talk about seeing flecks and sprinkles,
as well as fish. And they mix the two kinds of talk as in that fleck is dense
enough to set the net upon.
Hutchins and Palen [1997] looked at how a meaningfully constructed
space (the flight engineer’s panel in a Boeing 727 airliner) and gesture and
speech are all woven together in a brief cockpit episode in which the flight
engineer explains to the captain and first officer that they have a fuel leak.
He interacts with the panel both as if it is the fuel system it depicts, and, at
other times, as if it is just a representation of the fuel system (when he
flicks a gauge with his finger to get the needle to move, for example). These
shifts from attending to the representation to attending to the thing
represented, whether in communication or in individual action, provide a
range of cognitive outcomes that could not be achieved if representations
were always only taken as representations of something else, and not as
things in themselves.
Given the primary role of representation in interfaces to computational
systems, there are likely to be many opportunities to exploit such shifts.
That is, it might be possible to do one kind of cognitive work on the
representations as things in themselves and another kind of cognitive work
interacting with the representations as stand-ins for the things they
represent. In direct-manipulation interfaces the objects on-screen are
meant to be so closely coupled to the actual computational objects we are
dealing with that we are supposed to feel as if we are manipulating the real
objects themselves and not just their stand-ins. To achieve this feeling of
immediacy [Hutchins et al. 1985], it is essential that meaningful interface
actions have meaningful counterparts in the system. Thus, in dragging an
icon of a file from one folder to another we are not to think we are just
moving icons, but rather moving the actual folders and all their contents.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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There are limits, however, to how well a representation can resemble the
thing it represents. For instance, many of the actions we perform on icons
have no meaningful correlate when we consider their referent. This is
especially true when we consider the way we can change the spatial
relations between icons. For example, when we move an image of a hard
drive to a more convenient position on the screen where could we be moving
the real hard drive to? Distributed cognition theory makes this otherwise
isolated observation an instance of an important class of events: those in
which people manipulate the properties of a representation to encode
information that does not pertain to and is not about the thing that the
representation represents.
Screen space often has no natural correlate in physical space. Thus when
we rearrange the layout of directory windows, it makes no sense to ask
whether we have brought those directories closer on the hard drive. The
screen as desktop allows us to interpret such actions as analogous to
shifting folders about on a flat desk, but folders can be made to pop in and
out of existence, or to change in size, which again has no easy counterpart
in the real world. The same applies when one changes the way files in a
directory are displayed. It is certainly conceivable that alphabetizing,
sorting by recency, or sorting by size are actions that change the order in
which files are written on a disk. But it is more plausible to think of these
as actions on the labels of files, not as actions on the files themselves.
Because we manipulate icons in icon space it is possible to take advantage of the way they are displayed to help us further simplify our activity.
We can opportunistically exploit structural possibilities of the interface.
Files may be left near the trash can to remind us that we need to delete
them. Files that are to be used for a single project can be bunched together,
or aliased so that they appear to be in two folders at once.
As users become more familiar with an environment they situate themselves more profoundly. We believe that insights concerning the way agents
become closely coupled with their environments have yet to be fully
exploited in interface design. As we build richer, more all-encompassing
computational environments it becomes more important than ever to
understand the ways human agents and their local environments are
tightly coupled in the processing loops that result in intelligent action.
Discovering new models of active representations is fundamental to the
future of human-computer interaction. Hollan et al. [1997] have proposed
an informational physics model. Such models specify rules for how information presents and advertises itself and how it reacts to a changing environment. Changes can include the availability of alternative perceptual access
routes, the presence of other informational entities, and the evolving
nature of users’ tasks, histories of interaction, and relationships with other
information-structuring entities.
The research framework we proposed here and our previous theoretical,
ethnographic, and design efforts lead one to address questions such as
—How then can we design representations to facilitate their flexible use?
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—How can we make representations more active so that they help users see
what is most relevant to deciding what to do next?
—How can we shift the frame of interpretation so as to achieve a better
conceptualization of what is going on and what ought to be done?
One way to address each of these questions is to specifically focus on
creation of virtual social and material environments that go beyond mere
imitation of the felicitous features of the real world to exploit the felicitous
features of a computational world.
3.4 History-Enriched Digital Objects
Just as computation can be used to create potentially more flexible and
effective active representations, it can also be used to allow representations
to record their history of use and make that history available in ways that
inform tasks and facilitate interaction. We think that automated gathering
of activity histories provides rich opportunities for pursuing the eventcentered ethnography we are proposing.
In interaction with objects in the world, history of use is sometimes
available to us in ways that inform our interactions with them. For
example, a well-worn section of a door handle suggests where to grasp it. A
new paperback book opens to the place we last stopped reading. The most
recently used pieces of paper occupy the tops of piles on our desk. The
physics of the world is such that at times the histories of use are perceptually available to us in ways that support the tasks we are doing. While we
can mimic these mechanisms in interface objects, of potentially greater
value is exploiting computation to develop new history of interaction
mechanisms that dynamically change to reflect the requirements of different tasks.
Studies of experts working in complex environments [Hutchins 1995b]
have shown that use-histories are sometimes incorporated in cognitively
important processes. The side effects of use often provide resources for the
construction of expert performance. Unfortunately, these supports for
expert performance are sometimes actively, but mistakenly, designed out of
“clean” and “simple” digital work environments. A striking example of this
is the cockpit of the Airbus A-320 aircraft as discussed in Gras et al. [1991].
By recognizing the functions of use-histories in simple media, we can
exploit digital media to provide additional support in ways that are simply
not possible with static media.
Digital objects can encode information about their history of use. By
recording the interaction events associated with use of digital objects (e.g.,
reports, forms, source code, manual pages, email, spreadsheets) it becomes
possible to display graphical abstractions of the accrued histories as parts
of the objects themselves. For example, we can depict on source code its
copy history so that developers can see that a particular section of code was
created based on a copy of other code and thus perhaps be led to correct a
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bug not only in code being debugged but also in the code from which it was
derived.
In earlier efforts [Hill et al. 1992], we explored the use of attributemapped scroll bars as a mechanism to make the history of interaction with
documents and source code available. Hollan and his colleagues modified
various editors to maintain detailed interaction histories. Among other
things, they recorded who edited or read various sections of documents or
code as well as the length of time they took. Histories of those interactions
were graphically made available in the scroll bar. These graphical depictions identified and highlighted sections that had been edited and who had
edited them. Presenting this in the scroll bar made effective use of limited
display real estate. To investigate any particular section, users need only
click on that section of the scroll bar. Similarly, we and others [Eick et al.
1992] have explored representing histories of interaction on source code
itself.
We have also developed other applications of history-enriched digital
objects [Hill and Hollan 1994]. For example, one can apply the idea to
menus so that the accrued history of menu choices of other users of a
system are indicated by making the more commonly used menu items
brighter. Or one can present spreadsheets such that the history of changes
to items are graphically available, and thus sections of budgets currently
undergoing modification are distinguished. We have also recorded the time
spent in various editor buffers to enable visualizations of the activity
histories of tasks associated with those buffers.
Records of the amount of time spent reading wire services, netnews,
manual pages, and email messages can be shared to allow people to exploit
the history of others’ interactions. One can, for example, be directed to
news stories that significant others have spent considerable time reading
or to individuals who have recently viewed a manual page that you are
currently accessing. There are, of course, complex privacy issues involved
with recording and sharing this kind of data. Such data, in our view, should
belong to users, and it should be their decision what is recorded and how it
might be shared. Encryption should be used to prevent data from being
obtained without the owner’s permission.
The rich data resulting from recording histories of interaction and
required to support active representations that conform to different use
contexts is a crucially important area of research and potential resource
upon which to base the design of future digital work environments. The
integrated framework we propose here highlights the importance of ethnographic analysis of current use histories and encourages us to expand our
exploration of digital artifacts that capture their use histories. But capturing such histories is only the first step in being able to effectively exploit
them. The framework we are advocating suggests that we examine the
activities of those systems at multiple scales.
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3.5 PAD11: Zoomable Multiscale Interfaces
The observation that we move closer to items we wish to know more about,
or that if we cannot get closer, we view them through magnifying optics, is
so commonplace that it seems unworthy of mention. Yet, this simple and
powerful idea can be exploited in computational media in ways that other
media do not allow.
Pad11 [Bederson and Hollan 1994; Bederson et al. 1996] is an experimental software system to support exploration of dynamic multiscale
interfaces. It is part of our research program to move beyond mimicking the
mechanisms of earlier media to more effectively exploit computational
mechanisms. It provides a general-purpose substrate for creating and
interacting with structured information based on a zoomable interface.
Pad11 workspaces are large in extent and resolution, allowing objects to
be placed at any location and at any size. Zooming and panning are
supported as the fundamental interaction techniques.
Pad11 provides multiscale interface development facilities. These include portals to support multiple views, lenses to filter and furnish alternative views, search techniques to allow one to find information that
matches selected characteristics and easily move to it, history markers and
hypertext links to support navigation, layout and animation facilities, and
other experimental multiscale interface techniques and tools.
While Pad11 provides a powerful substrate for creating multiscale work
materials, here we mention only one example. PadPrints [Hightower et al.
1998] is a Pad11 application linked with Netscape that functions as a
navigation aid for web-based browsing. As a user follows links in the
browser, a multiscale map of the history of traversals is maintained by
PadPrints. The graphical views of pages can be used to select previously
visited pages and are ideal candidates for visually representing the historyof-use information mentioned earlier. As a navigation aid, PadPrints exploits multiscale facilities for both representation and interaction. We have
shown it to be more effective than traditional browsers [Hightower et al.
1998] in a variety of common information search tasks.
Information-intensive workplaces can be naturally viewed within a multiscale space. Dynamic multiscale spaces are particularly appropriate for
hierarchical information because items that are deeper in the hierarchy can
be made smaller, yet because they are still in view they can easily be
accessed by zooming. Similarly, the time structure of many informationbased tasks is hierarchical in nature and fits well with multiscale representations.
Embedding Pad11 research within the distributed-cognition framework
we propose here has important consequences. It helps us realize that some
of what is powerful about multiscale representations comes from how
individuals and groups adapt. As we discuss below, careful observation
demonstrates that we constantly adapt to our environments at different
spatiotemporal scales. Individually we adapt through interaction and creating scaffolding; collectively we adapt through culture and intelligent
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coordination. The very flexible multiscale representations that Pad11
makes possible allow us to explore representations that might better fit
these differing spatiotemporal scales.
Distributed cognition encourages us to look at functional organizations
that soften traditional boundaries between what is inside and what is
outside. Because of the highly interactive nature of Pad11 interfaces there
is a rich interplay of cognitive processing, activity structure, and dynamic
representational changes. How people manipulate the multiscale space and
the multiscale objects within it is of particular interest. For example, when
using PadPrints, users sometimes discover that nodes at a particular level
of the navigation map correspond to classes of events in the search activity.
Similarly, a characteristic structure accrues to pages that users return to
frequently to follow other links. The fact that the interface creates structure that can be interpreted in this way may suggest new task decompositions to the user or may support alternative strategies for the allocation of
effort in the activity. Distributed cognition encourages exploration of the
tight coupling of interface components and cognition. Better understanding
of this coupling may help in explaining why zoomable multiscale interfaces
seem so compelling and assist in effective design of alternative multiscale
representations. The integrated framework encourages us to augment
experimental evaluation of Pad11 with ethnographic analyses, not only of
usage patterns, but also of the general navigation activities people exploit
in dealing with emergent structure in dynamic information displays.
3.6 Intelligent Use of Space
In observing people’s behavior in Pad11 it is apparent that how they
manipulate icons, objects, and emergent structure is not incidental to their
cognition; it is part of their thinking process, part of the distributed process
of achieving cognitive goals. They leave certain portals open to remind
them of potentially useful information or to keep changes nicely visualized;
they shift objects in size to emphasize their relative importance; and they
move collections of things in and out of their primary workspace when they
want to keep certain information around but have other concerns that are
more pressing.
Studies of planning and activity have typically focused on the temporal
ordering of action, but we think it is important to also explore questions
about where agents lay down instruments, ingredients, work-in-progress,
and the like. For in having a body, we are spatially located creatures: we
must always be facing some direction, have only certain objects in view, be
within reach of certain others. Whether we are aware of it or not, we are
constantly organizing and reorganizing our workplace to enhance performance. Space is a resource that must be managed, much like time, memory,
and energy. Accordingly we predicted that when space is used well it
reduces the time and memory demands of our tasks, and increases the
reliability of execution and the number of jobs we can handle at once.
In Kirsh [1995] we classified the functions of space into three main
categories: spatial arrangements that simplify choice, spatial arrangements
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that simplify perception, and spatial dynamics that simplify internal
computation. The data for such a classification was drawn from videos of
cooking, assembly, and packing, from everyday observations in supermarkets, workshops, and playrooms, and from experimental studies of subjects
playing Tetris, the computer game. The studies, therefore, focused on
interactive processes in the medium and short term: on how agents set up
their workplace for particular tasks, and how they continuously manage
that workplace.
As with many such studies it is not easy to summarize our findings,
though our main conjecture was strongly confirmed. In several environments we found subjects using space to simplify choice by creating arrangements that served as heuristic cues. For instance, we saw them covering
things, such as garbage disposal units or hot handles, thereby hiding
certain affordances or signaling a warning and so constraining what would
be seen as feasible. At other times they would highlight affordances by
putting items needing immediate attention near to them, or creating piles
that had to be dealt with. We saw them lay down items for assembly in a
way that was unambiguously encoding the order in which they were to be
put together or handed off. That is, they were using space to encode
ordering information and so were off-loading memory. These are just a few
of the techniques we saw them use to make their decision problems
combinatorially less complex.
We also found subjects reorganizing their workspace to facilitate perception: to make it possible to notice properties or categories that were not
noticed before, to make it easier to find relevant items, to make it easier for
the visual system to track items. One subject explained how his father
taught him to place the various pieces of his dismantled bicycle, many of
which were small, on a sheet of newspaper. This made the small pieces
easier to locate and less likely to be kicked about. In videos of cooking we
found chefs distinguishing otherwise identical spoons by placing them
beside key ingredients or on the lids of their respective saucepans, thereby
using their positions to differentiate or mark them. We found jigsaw
puzzlers grouping similar pieces together, thereby exploiting the capacity
of the visual system to note finer differences between pieces when surrounded by similar pieces than when surrounded by different pieces.
Finally, we found a host of ways that embodied agents enlist the world to
perform computation for them. Familiar examples of such off-loading show
up in analog computations. When the tallest spaghetti noodle is singled out
from its neighbors by striking the bundle on a table, a sort computation is
performed by using the material and spatial properties of the world. But
more prosaically we have found in laboratory studies of the computer game
Tetris that players physically manipulate forms to save themselves computational effort [Kirsh 2001; Kirsh and Maglio 1995]. They modify the
environment to cue recall, to speed up identification, and to generate
mental images faster than they could if unaided. In short, they make
changes to the world to save themselves costly and potentially error-prone
computations.
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All the work we have discussed above points to one fact: people form a
tightly coupled system with their environments. The environment is one’s
partner or cognitive ally in the struggle to control activity. Although most
of us are unaware of it, we constantly create external scaffolding to simplify
our cognitive tasks. Helpful workflow analyses must focus on how, when,
and why this external scaffolding is created. We think an integrated
research environment such as we propose is absolutely crucial to such
analyses and as foundation for creating digital environments which make
these cognitive alliances as powerful as possible.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Human-computer interaction as a field began at a time in which human
information processing psychology was the dominant theory and still
reflects that lineage. The human information processing approach explicitly took an early conception of the digital computer as the primary
metaphorical resource for thinking about cognition. Just as it focused on
identifying the characteristics of individual cognition, human-computer
interaction, until very recently, has focused almost exclusively on single
individuals interacting with applications derived from decompositions of
work activities into individual tasks. This theoretical approach has dominated human-computer interaction for over 20 years, playing a significant
role in developing a computing infrastructure built around the personal
computer and based on the desktop interface metaphor.
For human-computer interaction to advance in the new millennium we
need to better understand the emerging dynamic of interaction in which
the focus task is no longer confined to the desktop but reaches into a
complex networked world of information and computer-mediated interactions. A central image for us is that of future work environments in which
people pursue their goals in collaboration with elements of the social and
material world. We think that to accomplish this will require a new
theoretical basis and an integrated framework for research.
Here we propose distributed cognition as a theoretical foundation for
human-computer interaction research. Distributed cognition, developed
over the past 12 years, is specifically tailored to understanding interactions
among people and technology. The central hypothesis is that the cognitive
and computational properties of systems can be accounted for in terms of
the organization and propagation of constraints. This theoretical characterization attempts to free research from the particulars of specific cases but
still capture important constituents of interactions among people and
between people and material artifacts.
Taking a distributed cognition perspective radically alters the way we
look at human-computer interaction. In the traditional view, something
special happens at the boundary of the individual cognitive system. Traditional information processing psychology posits a gulf between inside and
outside and then “bridges” this gulf with transduction processes that
convert external events into internal symbolic representations. The impliACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 2, June 2000.
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cation of this for HCI is that the computer and its interface are “outside” of
cognition and are only brought inside through symbolic transduction (see
Card et al. [1983]). Distributed cognition does not posit a gulf between
“cognitive” processes and an “external” world, so it does not attempt to
show how such a gulf could be bridged. Moving the boundary of the unit of
cognitive analysis out allows us to see that other things are happening
there. Cognitive processes extend across the traditional boundaries as
various kinds of coordination are established and maintained between
“internal” and “external” resources. Symbolic transduction is only one of
myriad forms of coordination that may develop between a user and a
feature of a computer system.
We propose an integrated framework for research that combines ethnographic observation and controlled experimentation as a basis for theoretically informed design of digital work materials and collaborative workplaces. The framework makes a deep commitment to the importance of
observation of human activity “in the wild” and analysis of distributions of
cognitive processes. In particular it suggests we focus on distributions of
cognitive processes across members of social groups, coordination between
internal and external structure, and how products of earlier events can
transform the nature of later events.
This integrated approach strongly suggests that human-computer interaction research should begin in ethnographic studies of the phenomena of
interest and with natural histories of the representations employed by
practitioners. This in turn suggests that researchers must have a deeper
understanding of the domains involved in order to, among other things,
allow them to act as participant observers as well as to be theoretically and
methodologically positioned to see existing functional organizations. The
framework we propose holds that grounding in cognitive ethnography and
integration of ethnographic methods with normal experimental analysis is
fundamental to effective iterative evolution of interfaces. This framework
also suggests that there are important opportunities available for designing
and building systems that capture and exploit histories of usage. Such
histories can not only be the basis for assisting users but also, with privacy
concerns adequately addressed, provide researchers and developers with
crucially important continuing data streams to assist future development.
As we mentioned earlier, the integrated research program described in
this article does not yet exist. We realize that it is quite ambitious in scope
and in the skills demanded. The issues to be addressed are complex.
Strategic advances will require considerable coordination of research activities on a scale not now associated with the field of human-computer
interaction. In addition, graduate training programs will need to be expanded to incorporate training in a wider array of research skills. As a step
in that direction, we have recently joined together to form a new research
laboratory, Distributed Cognition and Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory, and are designing a graduate education and research training
program for human-computer interaction based on the theory of distributed
cognition. As part of that effort we are embarking on a research enterprise
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[Hollan et al. 1998] coordinated by the integrated framework we have
described. We will need to await the results of these ventures to better
understand the consequences of putting into practice what we propose.
Still, we hope it is clear that without theories that view human-computer
interaction within larger sociotechnical contexts and without a theoretically based research framework that integrates ethnographic and experimental approaches, it is unlikely the field of human-computer interaction
will do justice to designing the intellectual workplaces of the future and
ensuring that they meet human needs.
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